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The perfect book for infants who love playing peekaboo. Little ones will learn how to point to their
eyes, nose, and toes for endless fun! Your child will be filled with delight as they pull back the
flaps to reveal exciting surprises.•Durable flaps are perfect for little hands to flip.•Simple text
encourages interaction between parent and child.•Develops imagination, thinking and memory
skills.•Perfect for infants 0-18 months.

About the AuthorDK was founded in London in 1974 and is now the world's leading illustrated
reference publisher and part of Penguin Random House, formed on July 1, 2013. DK publishes
highly visual, photographic nonfiction for adults and children. DK produces content for
consumers in over 87 countries and in 62 languages, with offices in Delhi, London, Melbourne,
Munich, New York, and Toronto. DK's aim is to inform, enrich, and entertain readers of all ages,
and everything DK publishes, whether print or digital, embodies the unique DK design approach.
DK brings unrivalled clarity to a wide range of topics with a unique combination of words and
pictures, put together to spectacular effect. We have a reputation for innovation in design for
both print and digital products. Our adult range spans travel, including the award-winning DK
Eyewitness Travel Guides, history, science, nature, sport, gardening, cookery, and parenting.
DK’s extensive children’s list showcases a fantastic store of information for children, toddlers,
and babies. DK covers everything from animals and the human body, to homework help and
craft activities, together with an impressive list of licensing titles, including the bestselling
LEGO® books. DK acts as the parent company for Alpha Books, publisher of the Idiot's Guides
series and Prima Games, video gaming publishers, as well as the award-winning travel
publisher, Rough Guides.
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Beverly Diehl, “17 month old loved this one. Out of the assortment of books I had for him, he
loved this one and repeatedly brought it to me to read. He loved touching the texture of each
"surprise" picture under the flap.”

Stacerella, “Nice books. My son (18 months) has been interested in these books since he was
six months old. It is easy for little hands to lift the large flaps, which hold up better than the little
window-style flaps that are built in to many books' pages. I will say that some of the words/
connections are a little odd, but I am an English teacher and am pretty picky about books. These
books are definitely not story-driven, but are popular because of bright colors, facial
expressions, and because little ones love to lift those flaps. My only wish is that the edge seams
where the flaps open would be reinforced better, as they tend to wear out and come apart.
Granted, we use them daily, and a little packaging tape makes a sufficient (but not too attractive)
reinforcement. Overall, we are happy with this series.”

Umm Ruqaiya, “Happy with Purchase. Wonderful book. Real life pictures and big pictures. Child
will learn: Eyes (shinning blue sticker kinda)on a doll, Nose (fabric) on a teddy , Ears (fabric) on a
bunny & Toes (some foil kinda material)on a dinosaur. For each of them is a lift a flap page and
at the end there is another lift the flap in which you point eyes nose etc on a baby BUT that baby
doesn't have toes as the picture has a closeup image of baby so I don't know where do they
expect the child to point to toes. Anyway, my one year old loves it.”

HilaryBrightsides, “So much cooler than I even expected!. This is the BEST book for a toddler!
There are liftable flaps, textures to touch, and fun pictures! My baby loooves to read this over
and over again! He now knows where his ears, nose, toes and his eyes are at 14 months old!
Will definitely be buying this again as a gift!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good beginning book for baby!. Our 10 month old loves this book! It has
a touch and feel on each page but leads quickly to an end where they peek a boo a baby!”

Judy Rader, “Fun Peek-a-boo. My grandson loves these books, and they hold up well to a little
boys ‘peek-a-booing’ (with mom helping).”

Kado, “Perfect. My son loves this book. He is 11 months and points to all the pictures and “talks”
to it while he turns the pages. We joke that the picture of the little girl at the end is his girlfriend as
he always gives her a kiss  . Really sweet book and ticks a lot of boxes for what my baby likes:
flaps, textures, little details and real photos of objects etc.So cute”

Andrea, “Fun book. Teaches your child about body parts while being fun and includes sensory



activities. My baby likes the babies in the book the most. Sturdy for letting kiddo open the
peekaboo pages without tearing.”

Elizabeth, “Fun for baby. My baby loves this book. The flaps are study, and he reads it over and
over. He loves the baby playing peekaboo on the last page. Highly recommend.”

maria g., “Amamos!!. Minha filha de 1 ano e 3 meses adorou. Ela gostou das imagens dos
bebês e dos detalhes brilhantes nas páginas. É um pouco menor do que eu pensava,mas foi
excelente compra!!”

Mamabigtime, “Ok. Love the three books. Good purchase I made. My 7month son loves reading
together everyday.”

The book by Bobbie Kalman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 513 people have provided feedback.
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Dimensions: 7.13 x 0.53 x 7.13 inches
Paperback: 32 pages
Reading age: 1 - 2 years, from customers
Lexile measure: IG520L
Grade level: Kindergarten - 2
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